Road Rebuild and Road Maintenance update June 11,2018

Road Task List 2018
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spray Dustkill on Miracle Mile
Spray Dustkill from the maintenance shed to South Shore Circle
Repair Echo knoll hill to get us through the season
Start rebuild at the Dam working back
Side roads
Test slag

Road Maintenance
The budget for road maintenance for 2018 is $ 85,000. $65,000 is for dust control. The
remaining $20,000 is for road rock. To date the main entrance has been sprayed. Our plan,
weather permitting is to spray the mile from the hairpin turn to the dam, then the 4 miles of
road that was completed over the last two years. It is imperative that members drive 15 mph or
slower when the Dustkill is first applied. We have experienced large strips of the product being
lifted off the surface from members or vendors driving too fast when the product tis first
applied. Please protect our investment. We will also be adding some gravel, as the budget
allows to the side roads of the lake and use the road drag over these surfaces. We are also
scheduled to repair the hill and area around Echo Knoll hill to get us through the season.
Road Rebuild Project
Work has begun on the road from the Dam back towards where we started the project. We
have not started on the surface itself yet but will soon weather permitting. There will be road
closures during the week and only those members who live on the stretch of road being worked
on will be permitted through. All others will have to drive around the lake to get to their
property during the week. Please be patient with us as we work to complete the project.
Test Slag
We are testing a new material to use on the roads. Slag is a by product of processing steel. We
are working with the EPA in insure that it doesn’t harm the environment. More
communications to follow as we get more information

